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We analyze how a multilevel many-electron system in a photon cavity approaches the steady state
when coupled to external leads. When a plunger gate is used to lower cavity photon dressed one-
and two-electron states below the bias window defined by the external leads, we can identify one
regime with nonradiative transitions dominating the electron transport, and another regime with
radiative transitions. Both transitions trap the electrons in the states below the bias bringing the
system into a steady state. The order of the two regimes and their relative strength depends on the
location of the bias window in the energy spectrum of the system and the initial conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum master equations have been introduced to
study transient or steady states in open quantum systems
coupled to their environment at some point in time [1–
3]. Among many other systems this approach has been
used for cavity-QED systems [4, 5], as well as systems
where electrons are transported through a photon cavity
[6]. Commonly, the interest of researchers has been on
the steady state [7] of a two-level system with a Marko-
vian master equation in a Lindblad form [8]. In light of
experiments on electrons transport through photon cav-
ities [9–11], the transient regime has been investigated
for more complex electronic systems with non-Markovian
master equations for a weak coupling to the leads [12, 13].
When the lowest electron states are within the bias

window the steady state can be reached within a time
that is accessible by direct time-integration of the non-
Markovian master equation in the weak coupling limit for
a truncated Fock space with 120 many-body states [13].
For the case of few or several dressed electron states be-
low the bias window this is not possible any more and one
must keep in mind that nonradiative and radiative relax-
ation channels with characteristic time constants differ-
ing by several orders of magnitude are at work.
In the steady state limit the master equation turns into

an algebraic equation that can conveniently be solved in
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Liouville space [4, 14–20]. In this letter we show that this
approach can be used to attain the steady state informa-
tion and the Markovian time-evolution over many orders
of magnitude for the time variable for a complex electron
system in a photon cavity coupled both to external leads
and a photon reservoir.

II. MODEL

The central system is a short GaAs quantum wire
schematically shown in Fig. 1 with parabolic confine-
ment with characteristic energy ~Ω0 = 2.0 meV along
the y-direction and length Lx = 150 nm along the trans-
port direction, x. An external magnetic field B = 0.1

Vg

µ
µL

z
x

R

FIG. 1. A sketch of the central electronic system in a rect-
angular photon cavity coupled to external semi-infinite leads
with chemical potentials µL and µR. The leads are kept at
temperature 0.5 K, and the contact area is indicated with
light blue shading. The action of a plunger gate is marked by
Vg and the golden arrows represent the cavity photons.
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T perpendicular to the x − y-plane is used to break
the spin degeneracy, and leads to a natural length scale
aw = (~/(m∗Ωw))

1/2, where Ωw = (Ω2
0 + ω2

c )
1/2, and

ωc = (eB/m∗c) is the cyclotron frequency. The elec-
trons interact mutually via the Coulomb interaction and
with the photons of a single mode in a rectangular cav-
ity with both the para- and diamagnetic electron-photon
interactions. The interactions are treated stepwise with
exact numerical diagonalization in truncated Fock spaces
assuming the size of the cavity much larger than the ex-
tent of the electron system [21, 22]. The leads are semi-
infinite in the same external perpendicular magnetic field
as the central system, and with the same parabolic lateral
confinement. Before the coupling to the central system
the electrons in each lead are viewed as a non-interacting
Fermi gas with a chemical potential µl (l = L,R) describ-
ing their equilibrium state. The leads end in a hard wall
confinement as does the central system and their coupling
Hamiltonian is constructed using a nonlocal overlap func-
tion of the single-electron states on either side of the hard
wall interface. The coupling of the leads and the central
system does thus depend on the shape of the wavefunc-
tions in the ‘contact area’ (see Fig. 1) and also on the
electron ‘affinity’ of the states in the leads and the cen-
tral system through a factor exp (−|ǫql − Ei|/∆

l
E), where

∆l
E = 0.5 meV, ǫql is the energy of a single-electron state

in the leads, and Ei the corresponding energy eigenvalue
in the central system [22, 23].
The time-evolution of the reduced density operator

of the central system is described by a non-Markovian
integro-differential equation [24], not in a Lindblad form

∂tρ = −
i

~
[H, ρ]−

∑

l={L,R}

Λ(Ωql, τql, t), (1)

with the dissipation term

Λ(Ωql, τql, t) =
1

~2

∫

dq {[τql,Ωql(t)] + h.c.} , (2)

where the time integral is expressed by,

Ωql(t) =

∫ t

0

ds U(t− s)
{

τ†qlρ(s)(1 − fql)

−ρ(s)τ†qlfql

}

U †(t− s)ei(s−t)ωql . (3)

This result is derived by applying the Nakajima-Zwanzig
formalism [1, 2], projecting the Liouville-von Neumann
equation for the density operator of the total system onto
the central system assuming only second order terms in
the coupling in the dissipative term. The q integration
is over the ‘momentum’ variable in the leads and a sum-
mation over their subband indices. The coupling of the
subsystems, described by the coupling tensor τql, is sud-
denly turned on at t = 0. The energy spectrum of lead
l is represented by ωql = ǫql/~, and U is the time evolu-
tion operator for the closed central system. The Fermi
function describing the equilibrium in each lead before
the coupling is fql.

In order to search for the steady state of the system and
eventually the time-evolution for large times we perform
a Markov approximation, but avoiding any other such as
the rotating wave approximation. For matrix elements
of Eq. (3) after the change of variable t − s → s′ we set

ρ(t − s) → ρ(t) and use
∫ t

0
ds exp [is(Eν − Eµ − ǫql)] →

πδ(Eν − Eµ − ǫql). The Dirac delta function is used
to transform Eq. (2) by noting that for any operator
A in the central system,

∫

dqA(q)δ(Eβ − Eα − ǫql) =
∫

dǫ(dq/dǫ)A(ǫ)δ(Eβ − Eα − ǫ) = AβαDβα, where D is
the density of states in the leads and the upper indices
denote the value of the operator at Eβ −Eα. Thus yield-
ing a reprised form of Eq. (3),

Ω
αβ

=
{

R[ρ]
αβ

− S[ρ]
αβ

}

δβα, (4)

where we have defined R[ρ] = ρπfτ
†
, and S[ρ] = π(1 −

f)τ
†
ρ. The upper indices in (4) refer to a ‘Bohr fre-

quency’ in the energy spectrum of the central system and
the lower ones to a matrix element. The steady state is
found from Eq. (1) with ∂tρ = 0. In order to devise an
efficient parallel computational scheme of the algebraic
equation resulting in the combining of Eqs. (4) and (2),
we resort to map the Markovian master equation for the
steady state to Liouville space using vectorization of ma-
trices and Kronecker tensor products.
Any possible configuration of components from the dis-

sipation term of the Markovian master equation is encap-
sulated by the following equation

Z
αβ

=

∫

DA
αλ

Ω
λσ

B
σβ

dδ
σλ

, (5)

where Z,A,B act as placeholders for any operators in the
Fock space, other operators being defined as before. It
can be observed from Eq. (4) and (5) that the Ω operator
induces a Dirac delta measure for each of its components,
related to the components of S and R. Through this re-
lation any component of Z reveals the amount of dissi-
pation in the transitions constituting the Liouville space.
Seeking a matrix representation of such an equation we
construct a matrix of Dirac delta measure such that

∆αβ = δαβ = δ(Eα − Eβ − ǫ). (6)

We will call this the Dirac matrix. Using the Dirac matrix
we obtain a matrix representation of Eq. (5) by applying
the Hadamard product of its transpose to the factors
adhering to Ω

Z =

∫

DA
{

(R[ρ]− S[ρ])⊙ d∆T
}

B. (7)

In general the Hadamard product is a non-linear trans-
formation of matrices which implies that the diligent pro-
cess of working with the component-representation could
be ineffective unless numerical methods are pursued as
in [7]. Having the matrix representation of the equation
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allows us to map it to Liouville space. This is done by ap-
plying the vectorization operator, obtaining the following
form

vec(Z) =

∫

(

BT ⊗DA
)

vec
(

{R[ρ]− S[ρ]} ⊙ d∆T
)

+ (h.c.)vec, (8)

and subsequently using the identity

vec
(

AB ⊙∆T
)

= Diag(∆T )
(

BT ⊗ I
)

vec(A). (9)

This leads the dissipation term from Eq. (2) to be viewed
as a linear operator acting on the density operator in
Liouville Space. That is

vec(Λ[ρ]) =
∑

X=R,S

(ZX1
ZX2

) vec(ρ). (10)

The matrices of the linear maps ZR1
,ZR2

,ZS1
,ZS2

are
given by

ZX1
=

∫

(

BT ⊗DA
)

Diag(d∆T ), X = R,S, (11)

ZR2
=

∫

Diag(d∆T )(I ⊗R), (12)

ZS2
= −

∫

Diag(d∆T )
(

ST ⊗ I
)

, (13)

where R = R[I] and S = S[I] with I being the identity
operator. These matrices can be constructed in an effi-
cient manner given the proper computational resources.
If we let, ∂tρvec = Lρvec, stand for the Markovian mas-

ter equation in the Liouville space then we can find the
left and right eigenvectors satisfying, LV = VLdiag, and
UL = LdiagU , with UV = VU = 1, and the time evolution
is [4]

ρvec(t) = [U exp (Ldiagt)V ] ρvec(0). (14)

For a complex system with large Fock and Liouville
spaces the proper limit of this equation is a reliant way
to search the steady state.

III. RESULTS

A low energy section of the spectrum of the fully inter-
acting many-body states, |µ), of the closed central sys-
tem is displayed in Fig. 2 as a function of the plunger
gate voltage Vg. Without the cavity photon field the
energy difference between the one-electron groundstate
and the first excitation thereof is approximately 0.744
meV. The single-mode x-polarized strongly coupled pho-
ton field with energy 0.8 meV causes a Rabi-splitting
seen in the spectrum. The properties of the 32 lowest
dressed electron and photon states is analyzed in Fig. 3
for Vg = −1.6 mV, and gEM = 0.05 meV, the electron-
photon coupling strength. A noninteger photon number
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FIG. 2. The many-body energy spectrum of the closed central
system as a function of the plunger gate voltage Vg. The
golden horizontal lines indicate the chemical potential of the
left lead µL = 1.4 meV, and the right lead µR = 1.1 meV.
1G denotes the one-electron groundstate, 2G the two-electron
one, 1G1γ± stands for the Rabi-split first replica of the 1G,
and 1G2γ± for the second split replica. B = 0.1 T, gEM =
0.05 meV, m∗ = 0.067me, and the effective Landé g-factor
g = −0.44.
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FIG. 3. The energy Eµ, the electron number Ne, the mean
photon number Nγ , and the spin sz for each many-body state
|µ) for Vg = −1.6 mV. The yellow horizontal lines indicate
µL and µR. The vacuum state is the third state. Other
parameters as in Fig. 2.

characterizes the Rabi-split dressed electron states. The
values for the plunger gate voltage and the photon energy
are selected here in order to have the bias window rather
high in the energy spectrum to give internal processes in
the short quantum wire weight on the path to a steady
state.
For Vg = −1.6 mV and the time t = 0 the leads and the

central system in the vacuum eigenstate |3) are abruptly,
but weakly coupled with an overall coupling constant

gLRa
3/2
w = 0.124 meV, and the Markovian time-evolution

according to Eq. (14) is shown in Fig. 4 for the total mean
electron (bold) and photon (dotted) number for three
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values of the photon-electron coupling gEM. For all cases
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FIG. 4. The mean values of the total electron (bold) and
photon (dotted) numbers as functions of time for different
values of the electron-photon coupling gEM for Vg = −1.6
mV.

the system has reached a steady state for time t > 10−3

s, as is confirmed in Fig. 5 showing the steady state to
be mainly composed of the two spin components of the
one-electron ground state, |1) and |2), and with a small
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FIG. 5. The mean occupation of the many-body states as a
function of time, for (a) gEM = 1×10−6 meV, and (b) gEM =
0.05 meV for Vg = −1.6 mV. Only states with significant
occupation are listed.

contribution of the two-electron groundstate |9). In the
bias window are 5 states, the two-electron groundstate |9)
with vanishing photon component, both spin components
of the lower Rabi branch of the one-electron groundstate,
|10) and |11) with approximately 0.02 0-photon, 0.75 1-
photon and 0.23 2-photon contribution, and the upper
Rabi branch, |12) and |13) with approximately 0.01 0-
photon, 0.22 1-photon and 0.77 2-photon contribution.
As Fig. 5(a) shows the coupling of the leads states is very
small to the groundstate and the system needs a long

time to be charged with vanishing electron-photon cou-
pling. On the other hand Fig. 4 shows a faster charging
for finite electron-photon coupling and Fig. 5(b) demon-
strates that in this case charging occurs through the Rabi
split states, |10)-|13) in the bias window initially, with
some charge reappearing in lower lying Rabi-split states,
|4) and |5), with mean photon content 0.2, before ending
in the two spin components of the one-electron ground-
state, |1) and |2). The mean photon number in Fig. 4
confirms this contribution of states with a photon com-
ponent to the transport, albeit at a much later time than
a resonant tunneling through a state without a photon
component would need, for example the ground state for
Vg = 0 with the present bias window needs 100 ps to get
considerable charge and will reach the steady state for
t > 1 ns. Not seen very clearly on the logarithmic time
scale is the fact that the systems reaches the steady state
a bit later in the case of an electron-photon coupling.

IV. DISCUSSION

At the onset of transport the central system is in an
eigenstate, the vacuum state |3), and only the weak cou-
pling to the leads perturbs the system. As the system re-
mains open with respect to electrons and energy the per-
turbation activates electromagnetic or photon processes.
The time-scale needed for the photon active processes
depends thus both on the inherent electrodynamic relax-
ation time for the particular states and their coupling to
states in the leads. We have confirmed this by repeat-
ing the calculations for Fig. 4 and 5 with 4 times larger
coupling to the leads gLR leading to qualitative very sim-
ilar results on the logarithmic scale, but with all features
shifted to shorter times. In addition, seen in Fig. 6, we
have started the calculations with one or two photons
initially in the cavity instead of none as in Fig. 4 and
5. In these cases we also get a significant increase in the
mean photon number around the same time as when we
start with no photons in the beginning and get in the end
the same steady state. The increase in the mean photon
number in the intermediate time regime is always just
above one photon.
As expected, the steady state is independent of the

initial number of photons in the cavity, but the relaxation
of the system towards the steady state can be different as
different intermediate states participate in the process.
For our model with the same parameters as in Fig. 4-6

no current will remain through the system in the steady
state, as the electrons entering the system through states
in the bias window can relax to lower lying states and
block further charging and current. This situation can
be altered by changing the plunger gate voltage, Vg, or
the photon energy.
If the transport is started at Vg = −1.9 mV with-

out photons in the system the initial charging will occur
through states in the bias window without photon com-
ponents, |15) and |16) and at a much later time, t > 1
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FIG. 6. The mean values of the total electron (bold) and
photon (dotted) numbers as functions of time for different
values of photons initially present in the cavity at t = 0 for
Vg = −1.6 mV.

µs, photon active transitions will participate in the path
to the steady state.
In the steady state the occupation of the two spin com-

ponents of the groundstate represent trapped charge in
the central system as these states are below the lowest
band edges in the leads at 1.0 meV, but the two-electron
ground state that also contributes to the steady state is
slightly above this edge.
In continuation of the present calculations we have

added to the master equation (1) a term +κ([aρ, a†] +
[a, ρa†])/(2~) describing Markovian coupling to an exter-
nal photon reservoir in order to confirm that the photonic
relaxation channels established here by the coupling to
the leads can be blocked by a decay rate κ > 10−6 meV.
The number of cavity photons in the central system can
be influenced, both by the coupling to an external photon
reservoir, and by the coupling to external leads acting as
electron reservoirs. This can be seen in Fig. 7. Again,
the steady state of the central system is independent of
the cavity photon decay rate, κ, but the mean electron
number in the intermediate time regime depends on it.

Still higher decay rates lead to photon cascades between
pure photonic states of the cavity.

In conclusion, we have presented a general mathemat-
ical procedure to recast a non-Markovian master equa-
tion for a complex system of the Nakajima-Zwanzig type
in Fock space into a Markovian master equation in Liou-
ville space, and subsequently used it to effectively explore
regimes of dissimilar relaxation channels active, radia-
tive or not, at different time-scales in electron transport
through a photon cavity.
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